Seasonal changes in astrocytes parallel neuronal plasticity in the song control area HVc of the canary.
In the song control area HVc of the canary, intercellular dye-coupling among astrocytes was studied by intracellular injection of neurobiotin into identified single astrocytes. Injection of individual astrocytes into acute slices resulted in dye spread to neighboring astrocytes, covering a sphere of up to 1 mm in diameter. The astrocytic nature of the dye-coupled cells was verified by double labeling of neurobiotin-filled cells with antisera for the astrocytic filament proteins GFAP or vimentin. The similarity in the number of dye-coupled cells and the total number of astrocytes labeled by immunocytochemical markers indicate that dye-coupling is specific for astrocytes and labels almost the entire local astrocytic population. Within the major nucleus for vocal control (HVc), approximately 25% more astroglial cells were present than in the surrounding forebrain tissue. There is no apparent hindrance of dye spread at the border of the HVc. The density of dye-coupled astrocytes and the expression of cytoskeletal filament proteins differed markedly between the reproductive period in spring and the quiescent period in autumn. While vimentin is the major astroglial filament in autumn, GFAP is strongly expressed in spring. The density of dye-coupled astrocytes reveals a marked increase in the reproductive period, followed by a reduction in autumn. The data indicate that the astrocytic population in the avian forebrain undergoes significant changes coincident with the known functional changes in the vocal control nuclei during periods of song production.